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In the last chapter the handsome fashion model twins lost their virginity to their 11 and 12 year old sisters. Seth,
fascinated by Andrew’s foreskin, sucked Andrew to a climax while Andrew watched Erika and Zane’s first mating.
Watching the children lose their virginity was an intense sexual experience for all gathered and resulted in almost
everyone masturbating and Mike and Tom pleasuring each other.
In Chapter 3 we join everyone on the patio around the pool just after the spectacularly sexy mating of Erika and Zane.
Zane has just filled his beautiful 12 year old sister with his second load of incestuous semen. The two are basking in
the afterglow of an intense sexual coupling. The sexual tension in the air is so strong that you could cut it with a knife.
I hope you enjoy Chapter 3 of Cousins Cum.
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas,
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at
mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
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Cousins Cum 3
Brian’s penis is so hard from watching his beautiful cousins mate. He and Karen are
standing naked beside the divan where Erika and Zane just made love for the second
time. Brian watches Zane’s flaccid member slip from his sister’s vagina along. As he
watches a huge drop of Zane’s semen escapes Erika’s core. Brian can see that it is tinged
with red. He steps forward and using his index finger takes the drop. Zane and Erika
watch fascinated as Brian tastes their combined essence.

How do they taste? Karen asks her brother.
Brian turns to his sister and kisses her passionately. Brian picks Karen up and carries her
to a lounge chair and gently lays her down. He gently puts her legs on his shoulders so
that he can achieve maximum penetration.
Brian penetrates his sister and then gently nurses on her nipples while he 7 ½” member
thrusts deeply to her core.
I am not going to last very long sis. That scene with Zane and Erika was too hot for me.
Brian tells Karen.
Oh good because I am right on the edge she tells him as his next thrust against her
swollen clit pushes her over the edge. Karen cries out as her nails rake Brian’s back.
Fuck me Brian…fill me with your hardness.
Brian testicles ache as they release a huge quantity of his essence directly in her seed
hungry womb. Brian’s huge boy member pounds his sister relentlessly as he fills her
with his essence.
Seth is watching this while playing with Andrew’s erection.
What does it feel like to have a foreskin? Seth asks Andrew.
Well it is hard to describe because I have never known anything else. My friends used to
ask me that when I was your age and I let them try it on. Andrew tells the handsome 12
year old.
Seth looks puzzled. How did that work? Seth asks Andrew.
My foreskin is loose and stretchy so I had them put the head of their erect penis inside my
foreskin.
Wow that sounds hot! Seth tells Andrew. Can I try that?
Andrew kisses the top of Seth’s head inhaling his wonderful boy scent. Andrew leads the
beautiful boy to a lounge chair and the two of them stretch out facing each other.
Andrew holds Seth’s head in his hands. He runs his fingers through the beautiful boy’s
shaggy blond hair and stares into Seth’s deep blue eyes. Andrew feels their erections
lightly rubbing against each other.
Andrew pulls the boy into a tight embrace. They kiss passionately and Andrew whispers
in Seth’s ear.

You are about the sexiest thing that I have ever seen. Andrew tells Seth as he holds the
boy’s 12 year old body against his athletic 25 year old body. I just want to eat you up.
Andrew tells the beautiful boy.
Andrew reaches down and takes hold of Seth’s perfect 4” erect boy member. Andrew
looks up to see Tom and Patsy watching him make love to their 12 year old son. Andrew
is worried about what they think until he sees Patsy stroking Tom’s raging erection as
they watch him with their son. Bruce sees them and brings his camera over. He looks
through the view finder of the camera and Bruce sees Andrew let go of Seth’s rock hard
member. He watches in amazement as Andrew stretches the opening of his foreskin.
Seth I want you to slide the head of your penis in on top of the glans of my penis.
Andrew tells him. Seth follows Andrew’s instructions and the heads of their penises are
held tightly together by Andrew’s foreskin.
Oh Andrew, this feels awesome. Seth tells him. Is this what you did with your friends?
Yes this is what we did. Andrew tells him. Once I docked with another boy I would
usually start rubbing our penises while they were docked. Usually it only took a few
minutes for both of us to cum.
Seth asks Andrew, are you going to cum now. I really want you to. I think it would be
so cool. Seth squirms around a little. He looks up to see his aunt Susie bent over and his
father’s loins are slapping against her hips as he mounts her from behind.
Daddy…Aunt Susie…this is so cool. Seth wiggles around to show his father how he is
docked with Andrew. The friction is too much for Andrew. Andrew groans deeply as his
man member erupts all over the beautiful 12 year old. Tom’s penis erupts inside Susie
which sweeps her over the edge. All of that is enough to trigger the 12 year old boy penis
to erupt inside Andrew’s foreskin. Andrew kisses the young Greek god while he holds
their joined penises together.
Andrew licks his way down to Seth’s semi erect member and licks their combined
essence off of his boy tool.
Andrew…uhhhh…can…ya know…like could I…
Andrew grins at Seth…Anything you want little man. What is it that you want to ask
for?
Can I spend the night with you? Seth asks Andrew while clinging tightly to his neck.
Absolutely! Andrew tells the boy as he kisses him deeply.
Tom looks around to see that the three young girls are leaving the patio to go to Karen’s
room. He sees the twins and Brian head off to Brian’s room. Tom smiles as Mike and

Patsy finish their mating. Susie takes Mike and Patsy’s hand as they walk toward Tom.
The four of them head off to the master bedroom.
All of them settle in for the night exhausted from an intense day of sexual activity. The
three older boys fall into bed and spoon each other. They quickly drift off to sleep just
like their sisters are doing across the hall.
Bruce shakes his head in amazement at the intensity of this sexual adventure. He holds
Jake’s hand as they walk over to Jakes house. They stop and kiss as they pass through
the hedge that separates the two properties. Jake fondles Bruce’s turgid manhood and
tells Bruce that he would like to suck him off if he is not too tired. Bruce kisses Jake
passionately and they head to Jake’s room.

The next morning the sun is shining brightly at 6:30 am when Bruce awakens. Bruce
slips out of bed and finds his way to the outdoor shower. He pulls on a pair of shorts and
walks through the hedge with two cameras. Jake has lent Bruce a waterproof digital
camera.
When Bruce reaches Tom’s patio he is greeted with the most beautiful sight. Brian is
swimming laps. His naked body is gliding through the pool. Brian’s movements are so
fluid that his strokes barely disturb the surface of the pool. Bruce snaps a series of
pictures of Brian’s sculpted body slicing through the water. Bruce is semi erect as he
watches the beautiful sight.
He turns and finds that a coffee service and continental breakfast is on a table by the pool.
Patsy grins as she joins Bruce on the patio bring a bowl of fresh fruit for the buffet. Patsy
hands Bruce a cup of steaming black coffee. Bruce and Patsy stand there admiring her
beautiful son swimming effortlessly in the pool.
God he is beautiful. Bruce tells Patsy.
She puts her hand on Bruce’s naked back and agrees.
Bruce tells her he would like to photograph her and Brian. He asks her if he can borrow a
king size sheet to use as a make shift infinity wall as a backdrop for the photo. She is
back in moments with the sheet. He asks her to put on an elegant black dress for the
photo and to wear her hair up.
Andrew come out on the patio still sleepy and helps himself to coffee. Bruce tells him
what he has in mind for the photo. Andrew gets very excited about the concept. They
both look over as they hear Brian climb out of the pool.
Patsy is back a few minutes later with her hair swept up and her make up on. She looks
gorgeous. She even thought to bring a hair dryer for Brian’s long shaggy blond hair.

Andrew takes the hair dryer and a towel to Brian. Bruce is explaining the idea for the
photo to the boy while he drinks in every magnificent detail of Brian’s body.
Andrew begins to dry Brian’s body while Bruce and Brian talk about the shot. As
Andrew dries the boy’s young member it springs to life and expands to its full 7 ½”
inches. Andrew is amazed at how thick this young boy’s member is. As Andrew makes
a move to suck the throbbing member, Bruce suggests that they save that pleasure for
later. I want some sexual tension in the shot.
Bruce watches in amazement as Brian’s erection begins to drool precum. The flow is so
copious that it is hard to believe that a 15 year old could produce this much lubricant.
Bruce realizes that this will ruin Patsy’s elegant dress and spies a hand towel on the
breakfast buffet.
You said you wanted sexual tension. Andrew tells Bruce with a smile. I think you have
plenty of tension.
Bruce arranges Brian on the floor while Andrew covers the boy’s leaking member with
the towel. Bruce sets a towel on the floor between the boy’s legs for Patsy to sit on so
that her dress will not be soiled. He positions Patsy between Brian’s out stretched legs.
Please bend your knees slightly Brian. Bruce asks him. Oh yes…that is perfect.
Now I want you to rest your arms on top of your knees. Bruce asks the boy. Brian’s lays
his arms in the perfect position. Patsy can feel her son’s throbbing member pressing
against her back. She really wants to turn around and lift the hem of the dress so that she
can mount her beautiful son’s throbbing member. She just sits there feeling her juices
begin to flood her seed hungry vagina.
Bruce asks Patsy to drape her arm along Brian’s hip and rest her hand upside down on the
floor. As Patsy does so Bruce begins to snap images of the sexy mother and son. Patsy
is teasing her son about his erection “stabbing” her in the back.
Bruce smile and snaps a few more exposures. He asks Brian to turn to camera and has
Andrew style Brian’s hair so that the boy’s long locks are draped over one eye. When the
setting is perfect he asks mother and son to have a neutral expression on their face. The
result is spectacular. Mother and son are gorgeous. Bruce makes some lighting
adjustments and begins to snap away. He is astounded that this boy has no hair other
than on his head and a small nest of pubic hair that is not visible to the camera. The
result is spectacular.
In moments Bruce is finished and he helps Patsy up off the floor.
The twins walk out as the photo shoot is ending. Both of them are sporting huge
erections.

Zane gives Brian a hand up. As Brian stands Zane gets a close look at his cousin’s
erection. Dude you have a really cool looking cock. Zane tells his cousin.
The three boys dive in the pool and horse around grabbing each other’s boners. When
they get out they immediately head for the food. As they sit at the table eating fresh fruit
and orange juice, Brian tells them that he wants to show them the one of the coolest
places in the world. He tells them that they will take the jet skis after breakfast and go
exploring. As they finish eating, Zane says he will go grab their swim suits.
Brian tells Zane that is not necessary. He explains that they are going to the other end of
the sheltered cove that they live on. Only Pete next door will be able to see us and that
will make his day. Bruce asks Brian if there is any chance that he can come along.
Brian says sure and they head down the sidewalk and then down the steps to the dock.
Brian tells them the story about Pete and how he exploded cum all over Seth’s face.
They all had a good laugh and as Brian glances back he sees Pete hidden in the bushes.
He gives Pete a quick wave and then lowers the jet skis into the water.
Zane and Zeb ride tandem on the first jet ski and Brian and Bruce are on the second jet
ski. Bruce cannot believe that he is riding on the back of a jet ski with this naked beauty.
He instantly becomes erect thinking about the beautiful naked body in front of him.
Bruce modestly holds on to Brian waist until he thinks about the marvelous opportunity
that is being wasted. Bruce leans forward and lets his hands fall on the boy’s naked and
erect member. Bruce is amazed at the volume of precum that this boy can produce. He
uses the boy’s own lube to stroke his penis.
Brian turns his head back toward Bruce. Brian tells him that if he keeps stroking very
long his hands will be covered with cum. That photo session with mom really got me
going.
Have you ever had sex with her? Bruce asked the sexy teen.
No…but she sure is hot! Brian tells Bruce but Bruce could tell from how the boy’s
erection stiffened that the idea excited him.
Zeb points at Brian and tells his brother to check it out. Zane asks Zeb why he is not
doing that for his captain.
The twins see that Brian is point toward shore. They cannot figure out why but they turn
toward the spot that Brian pointed at. As they begin to get close to shore, Brian gives
them the signal to slow down. When they are very close he tells them to stop. They drift
up and can hear the crunch of the jet ski when it makes contact with the sandy bottom.
The jump off the jet ski and are in ankle deep water. The jet ski floats higher in the water
and they are able to push them across the sandbar. They take a few more steps and are in

knee deep water. Brian climbs back aboard his jet ski and gives Bruce a hand up. He
starts the engine and the twins look at him like he is crazy. There is no place to go.
Brian eases forward and pulls a branch out of his way. There is a small creek that is
behind the branch. Brian motors up the creek until there is the unmistakable sound of a
waterfall. Brian pulls up on a beach next to the waterfall. The twins and Bruce are
amazed.
Now do you see why I said this is the coolest place on earth? Brian asks Bruce and the
twins.
Let’s swim over to the falls, Brian tells the twins.
Brian looks at Bruce. If you wait here for a moment, I will get you some really cool
photos.
Is it safe to swim over? Zeb asks him.
Brian nods and dives in to the pool in front of the falls. Bruce begins to snap photos as
the twins follow Brian. The sight of their naked bubble butts through the clear water in
the pool is very sexy.
They climb out of the small pond and walk up to the side of the waterfall. Brian leads
the boys behind the falls. The three boys are all erect. Brian yells over the noise of the
falls that he is going to show them something very cool. He tells them that they will join
arms and move into the falls. Once they are in the falls they need to lean back while
holding each other. The boys step in to the falls and the water begins to hit them.
Zeb asks what will happen and Brian tells him to trust him. You will really like it Zeb…I
promise. Brian tells him.
Brian positions himself between the two brothers so that he is facing Bruce. When the
three of them get in the falls and lean back it creates a very cool visual image. The three
boys look like a flower opening up as they lean back. Their three erections are touching
as the water begins to cascade down on them. The friction of the water pounding on their
rigid members is a powerful stimulant.
Man this feels awesome, Zeb tells Brian.
The water flowing over the falls is powerful. After a few minutes, the force of the water
sweeps the boys out into the pool. They were all on the verge of a powerful orgasm just
before they fell in the pool. They are all treading water telling each other how cool that
felt. Bruce tells them to swim toward him. He snaps dozens of pictures of the boys
swimming with their naked butts clearly visible in the clear water. As the three boys
stand up, Bruce captures a magnificent image of their three throbbing members.

Brian drops to his knees with the twins on either side of him. With his left hand he pulls
Zane closer using his boner as a handle to pull him over. His right hand does the same
thing with Zeb. He wraps his hand around their erections and looks up at them with a
silly grin. Brian leans down and takes both of their steel hard members in his mouth. He
begins to bob his head up and down building a nice rhythm. The twins are moaning at
the intensity of the pleasure.
It only takes a few moments after the intense stimulation of the waterfalls to bring Zeb to
the verge of a climax.
Dude you better stop quick or I am going to blow in your mouth. Zeb tells Brian.
Brian keeps going as Zane begins to stroke Brian’s hair. Zane feels his climax building.
Zeb cries out first and Zane follows in seconds as both boys penises erupt in their
cousin’s mouth. After all of the stimulation of the morning and the waterfalls pounding
on their erect members their bodies were aching for release.
Zeb and Zane both had massive orgasms and the volume of their semen was more than
their cousin Brian could swallow. Bruce gets down on his knees to have a good angle on
photographing the volume of semen flowing out of Brian’s mouth.
Bruce asks the twins to kiss and they kiss passionately during the last moments of their
orgasms. It is a beautiful photo with the waterfall in the background.
Bruce’s penis is about to explode when he stands up. Bruce starts to stroke his raging
manhood when Zeb dashes over and drops to his knees in front of Bruce. He takes
Bruce’s member deep in his throat and begins to suck his member. Zeb feels Bruce dig
his finger tips into his shoulders as he orgasm approaches. The cry behind Zeb tells him
the Zane just brought Brian to a powerful orgasm.
The four of them sit on the sandy shore to catch their breath. Bruce looks through the
images of the boys in the waterfalls and they are beautiful. He looks at Brian and smiles.
Your sense of composition is very good. Bruce tells Brian
What do you mean? Asks Brian.
Well the fact that instinctively you put yourself between the twins resulted in excellent
balance. You faced the camera and made sure that the twins were perfectly square with
the camera. Then your decision to lean back while you were under the falls was
awesome. It resulted in spectacular exposures. You are a natural photographer.
Brian blushes as he looks at Bruce. Thank you! He tells Bruce.
Do you mind if I ask the 3 of you a very personal question? Bruce asks the boys.

No…what ever you want to ask. The boys tell him.
Have you ever been fucked? Bruce asks them.
They all shake their head no.
I talked to your Dads about when they were your age and they told me that they had
intercourse with each other regularly. They both enjoyed it. I asked them how they got
started. They told me their father was home alone with them one night and he was
playing around with their puckers. He asked them if they wanted to try it.
How did that work…there were two boys. Zane asks Bruce. He stretched Tommy and
Tommy stretched Mike. Once they were good and loose, your grandfather took Tommy
while Tommy took Mike. The boys liked anal sex and continued to enjoy each other
regularly.
Wow…that sounds hot. Do you think our Dads would want to fuck us? Zeb asks Bruce.
I know they would like to but they are shy about asking. Bruce tells Zeb. What would
you think of going back and asking them if they will fuck you? I would love to take
pictures of you losing your man/man virginity with you fathers.
Bruce looks over and sees that all three of the boys have powerful erections.
What about Seth? Zane asks Brian.
I am afraid that Dad and I are too big for him. I think we would hurt him if we were the
first to penetrate him. Brian tells Zane
Maybe the twins could take his virginity. One of the boys could fuck him while the other
one sucks him.
Wow…very cool…lets head back…I need to get my ass fucked. Brian tells Bruce and
the twins with a laugh.
They jump on the jet skis and ride back. They run up the dock and up the steps.
Everybody is on the patio around the pool.
Where have you guys been? Tom asks the boys.
I took them to my secret place. Brian tells them.
Where is that? Seth asks peeved that he was left out.
I will let Bruce show you the photos tonight. And then we can talk about what you have
to do for me to take you there. Brian tells Seth.

Dad and Uncle Mike we have a question for you. Will you fuck us? Brian asks his father
and uncle.
Both men and their mothers were startled by the request. Do you really want us to make
love to you that way? Tom asks the boys.
All three of the boys nod yes and are standing in front of their fathers with their young
members achingly hard.
Will you please fuck us now? Brian asks the fathers.
The fathers look at each other and smile as they drop their shorts to the ground. Tom
goes in the house for a tube of lube.
When Tom gets back he can see that Seth is really upset.
What about me Dad? Why don’t I get fucked? Seth asks him.
Brian walks over and hugs and kisses his brother. Do you know how much I love you
bro? Brian asks Seth.
Seth nods yes.
Well I think Dad and I are too big for your first time. I am afraid that we would hurt you.
I asked Zeb and Zane if they would take your virginity. They said they would love to
fuck and suck you silly. Brian tells his little brother with a laugh.
Zeb and Zane grab the Seth and start kissing and playing with his erection and pucker.
Tom tosses Zane the lube. Zane lubes the 12 year old boy’s virgin butt. He kisses the
boy as he inserts one finger. Zeb is playing with Seth’s cock.
Seth is moaning from all of the pleasurable attention. Just as he is getting accustom to
the invasion of his sacred place, Zane removes his finger. Seth moans in frustration at the
empty feeling.
Zane adds more lube and then inserts a second finger. Seth winces in pain at the
intrusion of the second digit but quickly adjusts to both fingers. Zane is stretching the
boy while Zeb sucks Seth’s hard member. The intense pleasure from both sides is almost
more than the young boy can take. Seth feels an orgasm beginning to build. As he is
getting close Zane invades him with a third finger. Seth cries out in pain. Patsy and Tom
both look worried. Soon they can see from the lust filled look on his face that he has
adjusted.
Zane kisses the boy while his fingers stretch him. He looks at Seth and tells him that he
is ready. Seth looks a little worried. Zane has him kneel on a lounge chair with his

sacred opening at the perfect height for penetration. Zane lubes his throbbing member
and places the tip against Seth’s rosebud.
Zane eases forward and the glans of his erection disappears into the young boy. Seth
cries out in surprise and pain. Zane continues the penetration while young Seth gasped
for breath. Baby I am almost there. Zane tells Seth. Man you are so tight I am not going
to last long. You feel so good. Seth has adjusted to the intrusion and is beginning to
enjoy having the gorgeous twin penetrating him for the first time.
Zane asks Seth if he is ready and Seth tells him to go ahead. Zane begins to thrust in and
out of the young boy. Zeb tells Zane to turn him over. Zane pauses for a minute and
turns the beautiful blond boy over and then he enters him again. Zeb kneels beside Seth
and takes hold of the young boy’s flaccid member. He begins to suck him gently as his
brother fucks the boy. Soon he has Seth rock hard and Zeb deep throats the 4” erection.
It does not take long for Seth to feel the need to seed Zeb.
Before Seth can warn Zeb, he hears Zane cry out that he is cumming. The patio is filled
with the sound of Zane’s thighs slapping against Seth’s hips as he erupts semen in the
young boy. Seth cries out as he ejaculates into Zeb’s hot mouth.
When Seth’s orgasm fades, Zeb kisses Zane and shares the young boy’s hot semen. Then
they both kiss Seth.
Zeb looks over and sees his cousin Brian stroking his father’s raging erection.
Brian looks at is father with his piercing blue eyes and gives him a plaintive look. Daddy
will you fuck me now.
Tom takes Brian’s face in his hands and his passionately kisses the beautiful blond boy.
Tom runs his fingers through Brian’s shaggy hair as he kisses him. Then his father’s
hands begin to roam all over the 15 year old boy’s muscular body. He feels the boy’s 7
½” member pressed against Tom’s own taut abdomen. The precum is flowing from
Brian’s rigid member like water from a faucet. It is truly a thing of beauty. As Tom
leans down and begins to nurse on the boy’s erect nipples, he marvels that he and Brian
are both comfortable having something as intimate as their first mating happen in front of
everyone.
Tom grabs the lube and inserts a finger in Brian while their tongues duel. Brian strokes
his father and begins to lube him. Tom begins to put another finger in. Brian shakes his
head no. His young eyes are filled with lust.
No more Daddy…just fuck me. Brian tells his father. Take me now…please!
Tom lays Brian back on the cushion and kisses him passionately. He is so turned on that
his son cannot wait for him to penetrate his virgin ass. Tom’s own cock is continuously
drooling precum. He pinches Brian’s nipples as his penis presses against the boy’s

rosebud. He leans down and kisses Brian deeply as his hips thrust forward. Brian cries
out in pain as the huge member stretches his sacred place. Brian is crying and gasping
for breath. Tom starts to pull out and Brian wraps his legs around his father and cries
out…Daddy please fuck me. Tom tries to wait until the boy adapts to the thickness of his
man tool.
Daddy please fuck me now. Brian tells Tom as he wraps he lean muscular legs around
his father’s hips. Tom cannot resist any longer and he drives his manhood to the boy’s
molten core.
Oh god baby…you are so hot and tight…oh fuck. Tom cries out. Tears are streaming
down Brian’s face as he gasps for breath. Tom tries to hold still to keep his orgasm at
bay, but the boy moves around and the friction is too much for his loving father. The
friction and the sound of Bruce’s camera firing away capturing this intimate moment are
too much for Tom.
Oh god…baby!...oh Brian…can’t stop…gotta fuck you…need you now. Tom’s hips
become a blur as he rams his man member deep in his 15 year old son’s love tunnel. Seth
kneels by his big brother and wraps his 12 year old mouth around his brother’s raging
erection. Tom pounds Brian’s sweating body filling him with the incestuous seed that
made him. Oh sweet baby…here I cum! Tom cries out as his raging erection erupts deep
in his boy’s core. The orgasm is so powerful that Tom feels like it is lasting hours. His
testicles begin to ache from forcing every drop of seed possible deep into this beautiful
son that he loves so much.
Brian holds Seth’s head and cries out as his seed explodes into the young boy’s hot
hungry mouth. Seth is so proud to be pleasuring his big brother and showing how much
he loves him in front of all of these people. The blast of hot semen is so strong that it
explodes out of the 12 year old brother’s nose. His young throat is choked with the
volume of the orgasm. He can’t swallow the hot semen fast enough and it drools out of
the sides of his beautiful mouth as Brian stokes his hair and cries out from the pleasure
that Seth gives him. Seth finally had to pull off his brother’s erupting erection to catch
his breath. The hot semen sprayed over Seth’s face as his brother continues to ejaculate.
Bruce zooms in to capture the exquisite 12 year old covered in his brother’s incestuous
semen.
Mike, Zeb and Zane watch the amazing spectacle in front of them. Their members are
throbbing and their testicles aching with the need to be mated. Mike looks at Zeb who
has a pleading look that he wants to be the first one his father breeds.
Zeb goes to a lounge chair and he lies back pulling his knees to his chest. He presents his
virginity to his father. It is almost like a female dog in heat. He needs his father’s raging
member to penetrate him and fill him with incestuous seed. Mike knows that the boy has
an aching need to be fucked. Mike remembers the first time that his Daddy took him and
that just makes Mike’s cock ache for release more. Mike lubes his throbbing member
and leans over and kisses Zeb as he lubes his ass.

Daddy I want it just like Brian. Zeb tells his father.
Mike positions his raging member against the delicate rosebud. Mike debates what to do
as he feels the boy’s legs wrap around him. It is all Mike can take.
Mike looks at Zeb. I love you son he tells him as he thrusts his manhood through the
virgin pucker and penetrates the boy fully. Zeb cries out in pain and tears stain his face.
He gasps for breath as he adjusts to his father’s raging member that has penetrated him all
the way to his core.
Zeb you are so hot….I need to fuck you. Mike tells his son as he begins to thrust deeply
in and out of the boy. The boy is so tight and the friction is so great that Mike cries out in
pleasure after only a few thrusts and he pours out his seed deep in his beautiful son.
Father and son are both gasping for breath after the intense first mating. Mike tenderly
kisses Zeb and tells him how much he loves him. Mike pulls his post orgasmic sensitive
penis from his boy cum filled love tunnel. As he stands over Zeb’s sweaty body, Zane
drops to his knees in front of his dad.
Zane takes his father’s sensitive and now flaccid member and begins to suck it. Mike
cries out because his member is not ready for intense stimulation. Oh son…not yet.
Mike cries out.
Zane looks up at his father with lust filled eyes. Daddy I need you now. Zane sucked his
father’s member back into a rigid but still very sensitive state. Zane quickly turns around
and bends over while begging his father to fuck him. That is the last straw for Bruce.
The raging member inside Bruce’s cargo shorts explodes. Karen watches as the hot
semen streams down Bruce’s leg. She leans over and begins to lick the hot semen off the
famous photographer’s leg.
Daddy fuck me. Zane begs his father as he presents his virgin ass for penetration. Brian
puts lube on his uncle’s erection and a glob on Zane’s pucker.
Mike places his member so that the tip is pressed against Zane’s virginity. Zane cannot
wait and impales himself on his father’s member while screaming at the violation. Mike
cannot believe that his son has such a slutty need for his seed.
Daddy fuck me hard like you did Zeb.
Mike begins to thrust deep in his boy and quickly develops a rhythm. The boy is so tight
and hot that it makes his still sensitive erection ache. Since he just had an orgasm with
Zeb, the mating with Zane will last longer. Mike looks over and sees Erika licking her
little sister clit while Brian sucks the essence from Zeb. Susie and Patsy are fingering
each other while they kiss passionately. He even sees Pete the neighbor in the bushes
masturbating furiously. Mike feels the pressure begin to build in his loins. He reaches

around and strokes Zane’s throbbing boyhood as the waves of his orgasm wash over
Mike.
Mike pounds the beautiful boy’s ass filling him with incestuous seed. It is in that
moment that Zane’s young member erupts in his hand spraying the patio with his hot boy
seed. Zeb cries out at the precise moment that his brother erupts. The twins both
experience powerful orgasms at the same time.
Brian kisses Zeb and fills his mouth with Zeb’s own seed. Tom waves for Brian to come
with him. With an arm around each of his beautiful boys, Tom walks across the patio to
the shower where he tenderly washes each of the boys his fingers traveling over their
smooth chests and feeling their erect nipples under his soap covered fingertips. He
washes each boy thoroughly and get on his knees to wash their cute boy feet. He stands
and kisses both boys while they wash him. It is a beautiful and tender moment.
Brian and Seth dive in the pool and swim while Mike and the twins share the shower.
Soon all of the teen boys are swimming in the pool and recovering from an intense sexual
morning.
Brian looks up and sees his beautiful mother walking out of the house. She is wearing
gossamer sheer cover up that does little to cover anything. It only makes her look sexier
to her 15 year old son. He sees that she has sun screen in her hand and he makes his way
out of the pool and walks to her chair. He asks her if she will put sun screen on him.
His young member is flaccid for the moment and he sees his mother studying his 4”
flaccid member as it nestles between his testicles.
Sure Bri…I will be happy to put sun screen on you. I need to dry you first. Patsy takes
her beach towel and begins to dry the boy’s hauntingly beautiful face. Brian stares in to
his mother’s deep green eyes. She is so beautiful. He closes his eyes as Patsy towels off
his face. Brian feels his penis begin to stir.
Are you enjoying this story? Would you like to see it continue? Please let me know and
share your thoughts and reactions to the story at mack1137@gmail.com.
You can find all of my stories at http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com/
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